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EISENSTEIN SERIES OF WEIGHT 3/2. II
BY

TING-YI PEI

Abstract. In a previous paper we proved that for some special levels, in the space of

elliptic modular forms with weight 3/2 the orthogonal complement of the subspace

of cusp forms with respect to the Petersson inner product is generated by the

Eisenstein series. In this paper we prove that this fact is true for any level.

1. Introduction. We prove the following theorem. The notations defined in [1] will

be used throughout this paper.

Theorem. For any level N and any even character co, the space S(N, co) is generated

by the Eisenstein series E(\p, m) with \^2 ¥= id, /,(id,4D), /,(id, 87)) and their trans-

forms under the elements of the group G.

The dimension of &(N, co) is known (see §5 of [1]). What we are going to do is to

find a basis of &(N, co), which is generated by the Eisenstein series. The first thing

we do is to find a set of forms in &(N, w) of the number dimS(A, co). The second

thing we do is to prove its linear independence, using their values at cusps. Now we

fix a positive integer N with 41N and an even character co modulo N with conductor

/. Let c be a positive integer and \p a character with conductor m. Given an integer e,

we let e(p) denote the highest exponent of a primep in e, i.e.pe(p^\\e. We write n(p)

instead of N(p). The pair (t//, c) is called admissible if one of the following holds:

(1) c and m satisfy

(1.1) c\N,       m\(c,N/c)\N/f,

when n(2) > 4. Here (c, N/c) denotes the greatest common divisor of c and N/c.

(2) c and m satisfy c\N,m\(c/2c(2\ N/c)\N/f, and c(2) = 0,1, 3 when n(2) = 3,

f(2) = 3.
(3) c and m satisfy (1.1) and c(2) = 0,2,3 when «(2) = 3,/(2) = 0,2.

(4) c and m satisfy (1.1) and c(2) = 0,2 when n(2) = 2.

The number of all admissible pairs is

2 $((c,N/c))       ifn(2)>A,
c\N,(c,N/c)\N/f

3 2 *{(c,N/c))    if«(2) = 3,
c\N',(c,N/c)\N/f

2 2 4>((c,N/c))    if«(2) = 2,
c\N',(c,N/c)\N/f
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590 TING-YIPEI

where TV = N/2"<2) and (j> is the Euler function. Suppose t is a positive integer, \p* is

a totally even (in the sense of Serre and Stark [2]) primitive character with conductor

r, and the pair (\p*, r) satisfies

(1.2) (i)Ar2t\N,     (n)u = rx, = r(1)-

We know that the number of all such pairs (i|/*, t) is equal to the dimension of

&]/2(N, co) (see [2]). For a given (\p*, t), we choose one character K such that

K2 = \p* and the conductor m of AT is r (when 2\r) ox 2r (when 21 r). Moreover, if

two such characters \p* and \p* have the same p-part for some p, then we choose K

and Ky such that they also have the same p-part for this p. Now we put

(1.3) c = Vrt   I]   P"1
P\'.P\r

where

1,    r(2)>3,

e=    -1,    r(2) = 0,f(2)>l,

0,    r(2) = r(2) = 0.

In this paper p always denotes an odd prime unless an additional note is made. By

(1.2) (i) we have c|iV and 22~erl~[p]t pXrpc\N. By (1.2) (ii) we can verify that

f(2) < 2 — e + r(2), f(p) *s r(p) when p\r, or /(p) =£ 1 when p\t, p\r. Hence we

have fc \ N. It is easy to see that m | c and w | N/c. Therefore the pair (K, c) is

admissible. We call it exceptional. Every pair (\p*, t) satisfying (1.2) corresponds to a

unique exceptional pair in the above way, hence the number of all exceptional pairs

is the dimension of S1/2(/V, co). Therefore the number of all admissible but nonex-

ceptional pairs is the dimension of &(N, co). We can see that if n(2) = 2,3, then

c(2) = 0 for any exceptional pair.

For every positive divisor c of N, we put g(c) = <t>((c, N/c)). Suppose dy,

d2,...,d (c) is a full set of representatives of (Z/(c, N/c)Z)*, where the dt are

chosen so that (dt, c) = 1. Then the set of cusps

S(N)={dx/c,...,dg(c)/c\c\N)

is a full set of representatives of ro(/V)-equivalent classes of cusps. Now we

introduce an order of cusps of S(N). First we put all prime factors of TV in a fixed

order as p0 = 2, p,,...,pn. Then every c corresponds to an ordered series

(c( p0), c( p,),..., c( pn)). Let c, and c2 be two divisors of N. If there exists an integer

j (0 <y < n) such that cx(pj) < c2(pj) and cx(pt) = c2(pt) (0 < i <j), we say that

c, precedes c2, and denote it by c, <c2. Thus we have an order of all c. According to

the order of denominators c we arrange the cusps of S(N) in a line, putting those

cusps with the same denominator in any order.

In the following two sections we shall choose a form F(if/, c) E &(N, co) generated

by the Eisenstein series for every admissible but nonexceptional pair (yp, c) such that

(1.4) V(F(), c), d/c) = <p(d)py(4>)p2(d),
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(1.5) V(F(t,c),d/B) = 0       (c<B,B\N),

where the term p,(^) does not depend on d, p2(d) does not depend on \p and

px(\p)p2(d) ¥= 0. Define a set of cusps

Sf(N) = {<Vc,...,<V/c | c satisfies one of (0, (2). (3), (4)}.

Let us construct a matrix A = (V(F(*p, c), s)), where every row of A corresponds to

a function F(\[i, c) while every column of A corresponds to a cusp s of Sf(N). We

can introduce an order among the functions {F(4>, c)} as we did for the cusps. The

rows and columns of A axe arranged according to the order of F(\p, c) and s,

respectively. By (1.4), (1.5) and Lemma 7.1 of [1] we see that A is nonsingular,

therefore the set of functions {F(\p, c)} is a basis of &(N, co). If we can find such a

basis, our theorem is proved. Sometimes there are some additional terms in the

right-hand side of (1.4); however, we can show that they do not change the

nonsingularity of A.

At the end of this section we introduce a Lemma which we shall use later.

Lemma. Let ^ and co be primitive characters modulo m and f, respectively. Suppose

m Ifandxpu is a primitive character modulo f. Then

m j r ,

2 4>(a)co  1 +—    =ew1/2    where\e\=l.
a= I

Proof. It is sufficient to prove this Lemma for the case m = pr, f — ps and s > r

(herep can be 2). If s = r (in this casep ^ 2) we have

pr p'

2 *(a)a(\ +a) 2 4> (b)w(l + b)
a=X b=\

!>' Pr

=  2       2    iHa/>-')co(l +a)u(l + b)
a=\ p\b,b= 1

= 2*00 2 «(l+(c-1)6(1+&)"')
c=l p\b,p\\+b,b=\

= 2 Hc)\ 2 «(i +(c - \)b) - 2 «(i +(c- i)p6)
c=l [fi=l ft=l

1
6=1 J

= Pr~Pr~i 2+(l + ap'-1) ~p-1 2^(1+^"')

= />r;
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here we use Lemma 7.2 of [1], If s > r we have

pr Pr

2 *(a)«(l +P'~ra) 2 * (b)u(l +ps-rb)
a=X 6=1

= 2*00   2   «(i +pM~r(c- i)6(i +P^r6)_1)
c=l p\b,b=\

?' f   P' P'~X )

= 2*00  2«0+^"r(c-i)6)- 2"(i+^r+,(c-i)^)
c=l [b=\ 6=1 J

= P'-P'-* 2^+apr~1)=pr.

a=\

Now the Lemma is proved.

2. The case of (w^2)2 ^ id. For a given admissible pair (*]/, c) we define integers

fy,m2, etc, as follows:

/, is the product of thosepf(p) satisfying c( p) <f(p);

m2 is the product of tbosepm(p) satisfying/(p) < m(p);

f3 is the product of thosepf{p) satisfying 0 < m(p) < f(p) < c(p);

f4 is the product of thosep^p) satisfying 0 = m(p)<f(p)<c(p);

w, is the product of thosep satisfyingp | c, p \ mf, 2\c(p),c(p)<n(p)\

u2 is the product of thosep satisfyingp \ c, p \ mf, 2\c(p),c(p)<n(p);

Vy is the product of thosep satisfyingp\c,p\ mf, 2\c(p),c(p) = n(p);

v2 is the product of thosep satisfyingp|c,p\mf, 2\c(p),c(p) = n(p);

w is the product of those p satisfying p | N, p \ cf.

Put

/o=2/<2\   f2 = n />/<p)>
p|m2

m0 = 2m(2),       m, = I] /'ml")    0= ]'3)-

Hence / = /0/, /2/3/4, m = m0mxm2m3, (ft, fj) = (mi,mj)= 1 if / =^7, and

if p divides Af then p divides some unique element of the set {/,, w2, /3, /4,

W,,U,, M2,U2,W}.

We decompose to and ^ into

4 3

(0= n«,-.   *= n *,-.
i=0 1=0

where the conductor of co, is/ (0 =£ / *£ 4), and the conductor of 4>, is m, (0 < i < 3).

In this section we consider all admissible pairs (\p, c) with the property (coi|<2)2 ¥=

id. For every such pair, we shall find a form F(\p, c) 6 &(N, co) satisfying (1.4) and

(1.5). We deal with this problem in the following cases. In every case, we shall first

choose positive integers TV,, Q, 17 and characters <f>x, 4>2 such that <j>x is a character
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modulo Ny, where $] ¥= id, Q satisfies Q\NX, (Q, Nx/Q) — \, then we shall define

(see [1] for the definition of £(<?>,, tV,))

(2.1) g = g(t,c)(z) = E(<?x,Nx)\W(Q),

(2.2) h = h(+,c)(z)= 2<t>2(j)g(^±),

(2.3) q = q(t,c)(z) = h[V(V),

where W(Q) belongs to the normalizer of ro(;V) defined in §3 of [1], a is the

conductor of (J>2 and V(t\) is the shift operator. Our goal is to obtain q E &(N, co)

and the desired property of its values at cusps. For a given integer 5 we define

c[s] = \1p1sP«p\ Let

N,' =f\m2f3f4uxu2VyW,       Q' =fxm2uxu2w,

■x)' = c/mxm'2f3f4uxvx,       f = c[m2]ux,    a'= mxm'2m3ux,

<j>\   = co,co2co3co4ip, cj>2 = w2^,^2*3x'3

where a' is the conductor of <j>'2, and x't = (f) is primitive.

Casel.n(2)>4,c(2)<f(2).
We choose

Nx = [8,2^]N'X,   e = [8,2/<2)]g',   7, = r,7m0,

<J>1 = "l*'lX„e» *2 = *0*2>

where [a, b] denotes the least commmon multiple of a and b. Then we have

a = m0a'. It is easy to verify that #, is a character modulo Nx. (The notations x, and

X'd(2\d) always denote primitive characters.) Since f(2) > c(2) 3= m(2),f(p) > c(p)

> m(p) (p |/,), the condition (coip2)2 ̂  id implies <J>2 t6 id. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2

of [1] and the property of the shift operator V(t\), we find that g E &(NX, w<j>lxv),

h E &(aNy, cox,) an(l 1 e S([8, 2/(2)]/,m2m3M,u2wc, co). Since m(p) <

min(c(p), n(p) - c(p)) < n(p) - f(p) by (1.1), the condition c(p)<f(p) (i.e.

p|/,) implies c(p) = min(c(p), n(p) — c(p)) *£ n(p) — f(p). This is also true for

p = 2. If f(2) < 2, then c(2) + 3 < 4 < n(2). Therefore we can show that

[8,2-rt2)]/,m2m3w,w2wc|./V, noting the definition of ux, u2 and w. This means

q E &(N, co).

By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.11 of [1], we know g vanishes at all cusps of S(NX) except

l//3/4i>,. Remember the fact that a cusp d/c is r^A^-equivalent to a cusp in S(NX)

with (c, Nx) as its denominator. Let a3, a4, a5 and a6 be positive integers such that

/,l«*in/»"(,)    0=3,4),       Vy\a5\  R P"<p\       a6\][p«'\
P\fi P\») P\v2

We see that h cannot vanish only at the cusps d/m0mxm'2a3a4a5a6ux in S(N). Now

we calculate the values of h at these cusps. The values at the cusps with a6 ¥= 1 will
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not be used later, so we take a6 = 1. We have

(2.4) hiz +-±-)=2fc(7)g(*+   d+Ja?*a>m>1   )

a/m 3    m i

=    22   "2*0*l*2Xf(m3il)*3(aW3'72)
71 = 1 72 = 1

/     ,   d + jxa3a4a5 + j2aa3a4a5m32 \

( m0mxm2a3a4a5Uy j

There is only one integeryf satisfying

d + jfa3a4a5 = Xam3\        l^j*^om3],

where X is an integer. The fraction in the right side of (2.4) is ro( Ny )-equivalent to

l//3/4u, only if7, =7*. Therefore

(2.5) V(h, d/m0mxm'2a3a4a5Uy) = u2*0*i*2X'f(w37i H*"^1)

X2i*3(-37)^g, ^ j.

We have

(A     B\l     1     \ _ IX + ja3a4aim-A (A     B\      T(N)
\C    D)\f3f4vlJ-[ a3a4a5 )'        \c    D) G [^>>

hence

D = a3a4a5/f3f4vy    (mod [8,2/<2>]/,m2w,),

A = A + ja3a4asm'3     (mod f3f4Vy).

Now we write c as c[2/,m2w,]c[/3/4]c[w2tJ|t;2] and ed as e(d). The law of

quadratic reciprocity is being applied in the following form:

I — ] I — J = e(a)e(b)e(ab)"'        (a, 6 odd integers).

By Lemma (4.2) of [1] we obtain

(2.6) V(g,(X +ja3a4aim3l)/a3a4a5)

= co3t//32(A +7a3a4a5m3l)"4(A)wo"i"2*o2*i2*22(y7^1)

Xe(c[/3/4]0l)e-"(c[/3/4]/3/4a3«4«5)( c[hfA]lua3aM )

/  c[2fxm2ux]  \im0mym'2Uy \    I 1      \

lw5/3/4«l/l    c[/3/4]«,    /      \8'f3f4VxJ-
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Now we consider the sum

m3

2 \p3(am3^j)ui3\l/32(X +ja3a4a5m3l)

7=1

m3 / '      \

= u3^3(d)^3(a4a5)u3xp2(om^) 2 *3(7)«3*32   * + ~zr   •
j=x \        mi I

Take n — m3/(m3, a3f{x). Since/3|a3/(m3, a3/3_1), we have

2*3(7)*3*32(l+^)

"   m'/n                           I                                ba \
=  22 Ha + bn)w3i>2\ 1 + aa3m3] +-3——

a=l   6=1 \ (m^a3f3    ) I

n m-i/n _

=  2 ^3*32(l + aa3m3l)  2 *3(a + bn) — 0

a=l 6=1

if n 7tm3. Furthermore, if n = w3, then

2*3(7)«3*32(l+^)^0

by the Lemma in §1. Substituting (2.6) into (2.5) we obtain

V(h, d/m0mxm'2f3a4a5ux) = u2u3Z>4^(d)xd(c[m2hfAu\Ua4as)

X"0"l*XKa4a5)e(C[/3/4]^l)e"1(c[/3/4]/4«4«5)

/c[2/,w2m,] \lm0mxm'2ux \

\   f4a4a5vx    f\      c[f4]      )P'

where p is a constant independent of d, a4, a5.

Furthermore, let c' = ct, where t is a positive integer divisible only by the primes

dividing f4. Assume (\j/, c') is admissible. Then the constant p for it remains

unchanged.

In subsequent formulas, we let p denote a constant of the same nature, whose

value may depend on each formula. Let t and a be two integers such that

t|c,    (t, An0m,m2/3/4M,t;,) = 1,    a\][ p-W~<P\

P\h

We have

V(q(i>, c), d/car~])T~3/2V(h, di/m0mxm'2f3f4auxVy)

= u2u3a4xP(dT)xdr(c[m2f3f4]auxvx)w0uxtx'r(u)c(c[f3f4]vx)

i/  r,,i      \t c\2fxm2ux]\ ( mnmxm'-,ux\      ,,,
x£-'(c[/3/4]«,,)(-=V^)(-j?ct^)^^^
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and q vanishes at all other cusps in S(N). Now we define

F(i(t,c)(z)=      2      MOwowi*Xf(Ox',(c[2/,m2]m0m,>n2)
t\(U,N/c)

Xe(c[f3f4]vxy\c[f3f4]vxt)q(t,ct).

If t is a square-free positive integer satisfying t\(f4, N/c), then we can show ct\N

and (ct, N/ct)\N/f. The first divisibility is obvious. Now we consider the second

one. Let p be a factor of f4. If n(p) — c(p) = min(c(p), n(p) — c(p)) < n(p) —

f(p), then, of course, n(p) — c(p) — 1 < n(p) — f(p). If c(p) < n(p) — c(p) <

n(p) — f(p), then c(p) + 1 < n(p) — f(p). This proves the second divisibility. We

also have m | (ct, N/ct). Hence (4>, ct) is an admissible pair and q(\p, ct) can also be

defined. Therefore F(\p, c) belongs to &(N, co). Noting that V(q(\p, ct), d/car~l) = 0

if t\a andcr[/4] = c[f4]t, we have

V(F, d/cat~x) = u2w3w4\l>(dT)xdT(c[m2f3f4]auxvx)

Xw0cc^X's(cc)T'3/2e(c[f3f4]vy)e-l(c[f3f4]avx)

xtc[2fxm2ux]Um0mm'2ux\ {t) = Q

\ a l\        Cl/4J        /    t\a

if a =£ 1. Finally, we obtain

(2.7) V(F(), c), d/c) = pw2Zi3Zi4+(d)xd(c*),

(2.8) V(F(4,,c),d/P) = 0       (B\N,c<B),

where p does not depend on d and c* — c/c[2fx] does not depend on \p.

Case 2. n(2) > A, m(2) > 3,/(2) < m(2) (< c(2)).

We choose

Nx = 2"H2)N'y,        Q = 2",a)Q',        tj = Tj'/m'0,

_ |"o*iX,o,   /(2) > 4, _ Jco0^2,   f(2) > A,

*'       [«(»*'.X,0,   f(2)<3,        ^     \%<t>'2,   /(2)<3,

where m'0 is the conductor of co0^0 when /(2) > A, and m'0 = m0 when /(2) < 3. By

the method of Case 1 we can find a form F(\p, c) in &(N, co) satisfying (2.8) and

tlO\ VlVlt       \A,\        Jp"o«2«3«4*(<Ox</(c*), /(2) > 4,
(2.9) K(F(^,c),rf/c) = \_,   .     .   v w-x^,

[pco2co3co4^(c/)xj(c*),       /(2) < 3.

Owe 3. (i) b(2) > 4,/(2) < 3, m(2) < 2,/(2) < c(2) < n(2) - 3;
(ii) «(2) > 5, c(2) = «(2) - 2, m(2) = 2, cooX„ = id or X_, (v = 2'<2)); or n(2) = A,

c(2) = m(2) = 2;

(iii) n(2) = 3, c(2) = 0 or 1;

(iv) n(2) = 2, c(2) = 0.

We choose

Nx=aN'y,        Q = aQ',       tj = i?'/w0>

*i = Wo*'lX,C?» *2 = *0*2»
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where a = (8,2"(2)) in (i), (iii), (iv), and a = 4 in (ii). By the method of Case 1 we can

find a form F(\p, c) E &(N, co), satisfying (2.7) and (2.8).

Case A. n(2) > A,f(2) > A, m(2)<f(2) < c(2).

We choose

TV, = 2'&N{,       Q = Q\       r, = t,'/2/<2\

*1  = wO0'lX„<?> 4>2 = *0*2-

Nowo = m0a'. Similarly to Case 1 we can show g E &(NX, u<j>32xv),h E &(oNx, cox,)

and q E S(m0fxm2m3UyU2wc, co) C &(N, co). We can also obtain

V(h, d/a0mxm'2a3a4a5ux) = oi2^x^2x'r(m0m3j*)(mxm'2Uy)3/2

"'^T3 - - ,                x    /      A +jal)a3a4a.m-c,xm3]\
X   2  M3(m,m'2uyj)v\g,-J °3*5   °    3     ,

j=x \ aOa3a4"5 /

where a0 satisfies 2/(2)| a0|2"<2), a3, a4, a5 axe defined as in Case 1 andj* and A

satisfy

d + j*a0a3a4a5 = Xmxm'2ux,       a <j* < mxm'2Uy.

We have

Hence,

D = a0a3a4a5/2fi2)f3f4Vy       (mod fxm2ux),

A=X +ja0a3a4asm-Q]m3l     (xnod2^2)f3f4vx).

By Lemma (4.2) of [1] we obtain

K£'(A+7aOa3«4a5mo'm3')/»0«3«4a5)

= co0co3co4^02»//32(X +7a0a3a4a5Wo1m31)

Xco,w2^2^2(aoa3a4a5/2/(2y3/4t;|)

Xe(dc[ fxm2f3f4]uxf3f4a3a4as + a0Wo')

Xe-i(c[fym2f3f4]mxm'2f3f4a3a4a5)\ ——--
\ X + ja0a3a4a5m0 m3   j

x /        dmxm'2Uy \ I 2fi2)f3f4vxa0a3a4a5 \

1 c[/3/4]/3/4a3a4a5/(     c[fxm2]mxm'2    j

XV(g,\/2V%f4Vy).

Now consider the sum

m°mi I ia a    \ I       2/(2) + <(2)« \

2   *0*"3(7)^3*o2*32   1+^L      -r-^-7^—   .
y=i I        woW3 / | 1 +jaQa3/m0m3 j

We can show, as in Case 1, that when m0 > 1, the sum is not zero if and only if

a0 = 2/<2) and a3 = f3. When mQ = 1 the sum is not zero if and only if a3 — f3. Then
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we can find a form F'($, c) E &(N, co), as in Case 1 (if m0= 1, we take t \ (2f4, N/c)

instead of 11 (f4, N/c) when we define F'(\p, c)) such that F'(\p, c) satisfies (2.8) and

(2.10) V(F'($, c), d/c) = pu0u2u3wdxv(d)xd(c*)<dc* + 2^-"'™)

where v = 2c(2). Let m' be the conductor of \pXv We have m'(2) </(2), because

w(2)</(2) and f(2)>A. Hence, (2.8) and (2.10) hold for both F'(^x„, c) and

F'(4>X~v,c). Note that ed = 2~'{1 + / + (1 - i)X-x(d)}, so we define

F(t, c) = F'(^x„, c) ± iX-i(c*)F{+X-„ 0

(if/(2) — m'(2) > 3, we take +; if/(2) — w'(2) = 1 we take -). It is easy to verify

that F(xP, c) satisfies (2.7) and (2.8).

Case 5. (i) n(2) s* 4,/(2) < 3, n(2) - 2 « c(2) < «(2), w(2) = 0;

(ii) n(2) > 5, c(2) = n(2) - 2, m(2) = 2, <ooX„ = x2 <* X-2 (' = 2f(2));

(iii)n(2) = 3, c(2) = 2or3;

(iv) n(2) = 2, c(2) = 2.

We choose

/Y, = aN[,       Q = Q',       tj = Tj'/a,

*1  = w0*lX„<2- 02 = *W>2>

where a = (8,2<(2)). Note that if c(2) = 2, «(2) = 4, then/(2) «s 2 by (1.1). Similarly

to Case 4 we can find a form F(\p, c) E &(N, co) satisfying (2.8) and

(2.11) F(F(^,c),c//c) = pw0co2co3co4^x,(^)x(/(c*)e(^* + «/m()).

Cases 1-5 include all possible cases of admissible pairs with (co^2)2 ¥= id.

3. The case of (cot//2)2 = id. In this section we deal with the admissible, but

nonexceptional, pair (\p, c) with (w^2)2 = id. The condition (cot//2)2 = id implies (i)

m(2) =/(2) + 1 if /(2) > 4; m(2) « 4 if/(2) < 3. (ii) c[/,] = m, = 1, /, and/4 are
square-free, and <^x^p\f,Xpf w4 = ^pifaX'p- (m)/3 = m3 = 1. Now we define integers

u\, u2, v\, v'2 as follows:

u\ is the product of w, and thosep satisfyingp|/4, c(p) < n(p),2\c(p);

u'2 is the product of u2 and thosep satisfyingp |/4, c(p) < n(p), 2 f c(p);

v\ is the product of u, and thosep satisfyingp|/4, c(p) = n(p), 2|c(p);

u2 is the product of v2 and thosep satisfyingp|/4, c(p) — n(p), 2\c(p).

Then we have

(3.1) Xd(u'\v'x) = «4(^)x^(c[/4]k,v1).

As in §2 we deal with our problem in the following cases. In every case we shall

choose a character <f>2, an integer tj and a form g(z) = g(\p, c)(z). Then we define

<J>, = co</>2x„ and /i(t//, c), c7(^, c) according to (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. We will

not check that fact that q belongs to &(N,u) every time, but will leave it to the

reader. Let

N2 =     II    P-       t = c[m2]u[,       tj' = c/m'2u\v\,
p\N. p\v'2

<p'2 = Zi2\p2x't,       o' = m'2u'y.

Here o' is the conductor of <J>2.
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In [1] we found the following basis of &(8D, X/X where D is a square-free integer

and/1D:

{G(x,,m,W)\m\D,m^ 1} U {G(xhAm,W)\m\D}

U {G(x„8m,87>)|m|Z)}.

We also found a basis of S(8D, X2/):

{G(x2„m,W)\m\D, m^ 1} U {G(x2h2m,W)\m\D}

U {G(x2h%m,W)\m\D},

and a basis of &(AD, X/):

{G(x/, w,47))|w|7),m# 1} U {C7(x/,4m,47>) | m \D).

These forms are all generated by the Eisenstein series. We shall use them in this

section.

Case 1. (i) n(2) > 4, n(2) - 2 < c(2) < n(2), m(2) = 0;

(ii) «(2) > 5, c(2) = n(2) - 2, m(2) = 2, uoXv = Xi ox X_2 (v = 2'<2»);

(iii) n(2) = 3, c(2) = 2 or 3;

(iv) «(2) = 2, c(2) = 2.

We take $2 = i^0<p2, tj = rj'/a   and g = G(<j>x, av\, aN2), where a = (8, v). By the

method of Case 5 of §2, we can find a form F(\p, c) E &(N, w) satisfying (2.8) and

(2.11).
Case 2. (i) n(2) > 5, c(2) = n(2) - 2, m(2) = 2, cooX„ = id or x_,;

(ii) n(2) = 4, c(2) = m(2) = 2;

(iii) n(2) = 3, c(2) = 1.

In (i) and (iii) we take <£2 = ^0<£>2, tj = tj'/4 and g = G(<t>y, v\,8N2) if e, # 1, or

g = (?(<#>,,4,8JV2) if v\ = 1. Note that </>, is X/ (l\N2) in (i) and (ii). In (iii) we take

4>2 = <|>2, tj = tj'/2 and g = G(<j>,, 2v\, c)N2). We can show that q(ip,c) satisfies (2.7)

and (2.8) in all three cases. Now we give the proof only for (iii). We know from §6 of

[1] that g does not vanish only at cusps 1/21>', and 1 in S(%N2). Suppose integers 7*

and X satisfy

d + 2J*v\ = Xa',        1 <y* < a'.

Then we have

V(h, d/2a'v\) = <P2(j*)(a')3/2V(g, X/2v\) = pu2o>Md)Xd(c*),

and

V(h,d/B) = 0       (2a'v\<B,B\io'N2).

Here we use Lemma 4.2 of [1] and the fact that <£, = Xn Wltn '1^2' ('. "i) = L

Therefore q satisfies (2.7) and (2.8). We take F(\)j, c) — q(\p, c).

From now on we need only consider the case c(2) < n(2) — 3 if n(2) > A, or

c(2) = 0 if n(2) = 2 or 3. Put b = (8,2"(2)) and ^ = «^0 if/(2) < 3, or ^ = co0^0 if

f(2) s* 4. The conductor of \p[x is m0.

Case 3. c(2) *£ «(2) - 3 if n(2) > 4, or c(2) = 0 if «(2) = 2,3; v\ i= 1.

Take <#>2 = ^'2, tj = Tj'/m0 and g = G(<f>x,v\, bN2). We can prove q satisfies (2.8)

and (2.9). We take F(4>, c) = q(4>, c).
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Case A. c(2) < w(2) - 3 if n(2) > A, or c(2) = 0 if n(2) = 2,3; v\ = 1, v'2 # 1.

Let p be a prime factor of v'2. Now we take <j>2 — ̂ q4>'2, tj = ti'/m0p and

g = G(<j>x, p, bN2p). <j>, and x^, as its p-part. We can show that h vanishes at all

cusps of S(N) except d/op' (a = m0a', i > 1), and V(h, d/op) = p<j>2(d). Hence q

satisfies (2.8) and (2.9). We take F(\j/, c) = q(\p, c).

Case 5. c(2) ̂  «(2) - 3 if n(2) » 4 or c(2) = 0 if n(2) = 2,3; v\v'2 = l,u'2¥=l.

Letp be a prime factor of u'2. Take <f>2 = ty$'2, tj = tj'/w0 and g = G(<j>y, p, bN2).

We can show that g vanishes at all cusps of S(N) except d/op' (a = mQa', i > 0),

and

V(q, d/c) = V(h, d/c) = <p2(-d)o3^2V(g, 1) = -j>2(-d)o3/2p-^p<$>y(p),

V(q, d/cp') = V(h, d/op') = ^2(-d)xda(p,)V2(p,Hi(p'-l)epe-l(p')o3^

(i>\).

The value of V(g, 1) is from (5.9), (6.3) and (6.5) of [1]. Further, we define

gx(*,c) = G(<t>xXp,p,bN2),

hx(l>,c)= 2*2(7)g.(^ + ^),
7=1

qx(^,c) = hy\V(c/op).

It is easy to see that

V(qy,d/cpi)=4>2(-d)xda(p')Upi+lhi(pi)e-](p')°3/2'        0>0)

and 67, vanishes at all other cusps of S(N). Now we define

^(*> <0 = q(ip, c) ~ ep$x<p2(p)qx(4,, c).

F(x^,C) satisfies (2.8) and (2.9).

Now let m* denote the product of all prime factors of m2. Put co2^2 = x'Xs\mi)

and

Xd(sc[m2]m2m*2) = Xd(y)        (y\m*2,(d, m*2) = l).

Case 6. c(2) < n(2) - 3 if n(2) > A, or c(2) = 0 if n(2) = 2, 3; u'2v\v2 = 1. The

conductor of ^2x',, is less than m2 oxy =£ m\.

Let us take <f>2 = ^2x'^ where £ = u\, tj = c/o, o = w| and g = G(4>x, m\, bN2).

Using the same technique as above we can prove that V(h, d/B) = 0 (B \ N, o < B).

Now we calculate V(h, d/o). Suppose integers7* and X satisfy d + j*m2 = Am0£,

1 «=;* <m0|. Then

(3.2)

V(h,d/o) = <?2(-d)V(g,\)o3<'2

m2/« I x \

+*oX|(7*)('*o!)3/2    2    «V2       2       Uax-X)v[g,—-_-.
o|m2/m5 jc-1 2

(.v, m2/a)-l
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By Lemma 4.2 of [1] we have

V(g, x/(m2a~])) = co0Wi(*o)2(w2/aw!)e(c[w2]w2w|)

v_vr     1   Jc[2]m0(-lf-')/2)(       x      \
Xe '(c|m2Ja)   -;-     —;-r-   ■

v \ m2m\a J\ac[m2\s!

Note that

(3.3) T     fto-MJ^)
(x,m2/a)=l

mj , ,  m2/am*2 _

2 rX  t)    2    M^ + jam* - X) = 0,
x=x       \ac[m2\sl   y=,

(x,m2/a)-\

if a =£ m2/m2, and

(3.4)

!  (£)^+5)-3(£)^ + a)   j   *>

= *2M)x;Mw0|m|y-1)^2(m0Op(m|y-1)

xi,(f)*(>+i?)-

Substituting (3.3) and (3.4) into (3.2) we obtain

(3.5)    V(q(+,bc),d/c)=V(h,d/o)

= u2u4^2(d)xd(c*m2m*,)o3/2(m*.)~3/2 y1/2p,

-u2u4%xP2x'y(d)xd(c*m2m*2)o3/2(m*2)~i/2y-]/2p2,

where px, p2 axe constants with | p, |=| p21= 1. Here we use the Lemma in §1 and the

fact that <J>, = Xt or X2; witn ' = m*/y- If tne conductor of ty2x'y is less than m2, the

appearance of the second term in (3.5) does not influence the nonsingularity of the

matrix A defined in §1, so we take F(\p, c) = q($x% c) where i — m2m*. Note that

the conductor of \p2x ■ is still m2. If the conductor of ^2x'v is equal to m2, then

V{q(W,,c),d/c) = <i2U4^2x'y(d)xd(c*m2m*)o3/2(m*2)-3/2y^2px

-u2u4xp[)4/2(d)xd(c*m2m*2)o3/2(m*2yV2y-x/2p2,

and V(q(\l>x'y, c), d/B) = 0 (B\N, c < B). If y ¥= m\ we can find a form F(\p, c) as

a linear combination of q(^x% c) and q(if>Xyn c) sucn mat ?($> c) satisfies (2.8) and

(2.9).
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Now we suppose u'2v\v2 = 1, y = m* and the conductor of 4>2x'y is equal to m2.

Then co,co2co4 = i>2x't where £ = c/,w|/2c(2)m2, and t^2 and \p2 have the same conduc-

tor. This means there exists an exceptional pair (K0K2, c) such that

(3.6) *2 = K2x'„   (n\m\),       c/T™ = c/2™.

Take r/r(2) = m2, r/r<2) = £ in (1.3), where the conductor of K0 is a power of 2 and

the conductor of K2 is odd. By our choice of K in §1, K2 is uniquely determined. In

the following we fix c/2c(2> and K2.

Case 1. c(2) < n(2) - 3 if n(2) > A or c(2) = 0 if m(2) = 2,3;

*2 = ^2X'„("I^!."^  0»

c satisfies (3.6).

We take <j>2 = ^o#2x'x (* = wi2Mi)> a = mwj, tj = c/o and g = G(<j>,, «, WV2).

Similarly to Case 6 we can show that

(3.7) V(q(t, c), d/c) = ^2^^2(d)Xd(c*)o3/2n-]py

-u2w4^K2(d)xd(c*)o3/2n-]p2,

and V(q(ty, c), d/B) = 0(B\N,c<B). Then we take F(ip, c) = q(i>, c).

Up to this point we have completed the proof of our Theorem for the case

«(2) = 2,3. If n(2) s* 4 we need the following further consideration. In Cases 8 and

9, c always satisfies (3.6), <t>2 — ̂ qK2x'\ (X = m2u'x), o = mu\, tj = c/o. We can see

that</>, =x/lorx2/,-
Case 8. n(2) 3* 4, c(2) < n(2) -3;^2 = K2, c satisfies (3.6), <J>, = x2/, and m(2) >

0. Note that if m(2) = 0 in this case, (\p, c) becomes an exceptional pair (take

r(2) = 0, 7(2) = c(2) + 1 in (1.3)). Now take g = G(x2,2, 87V2). Then we can show q

satisfies (2.8) and

V(q, d/c) = o3^2(-d)V(g, 1) + (o/2)3/2<t>2(-d + o/2)

= -2-^2u2u4^2(-d)X-d(c*)o3/2.

Here we use V(g, 1) = -2"3/2 from (6.5) of [1], and ^(-d + a/2) = -%(-d).

Therefore F(x^, c) = g(^, c) satisfies (2.8) and (2.9).

Case 9. n(2) > 4, c(2) =£ n(2) - 3; ^2 = K2, c satisfies (3.6); <;>, = X/,, (*, c) is

nonexceptional.

Note that if m(2) = c(2) - 0, then (\p, c) is exceptional (take r(2) = r(2) — 0 in

(1.3)). Suppose m(2) > 0 at first. The condition <j>, = X/, implies co0 = ^02Xa (a =

2e(2)_m(2)co0(-l)). Taking r(2) = m(2) - 1, t(2) = c(2) - m(2) in (1.3), we see there

exists an exceptional pair (K0K2, c) such that Kq = t//02. Since (ip, c) is nonexcep-

tional, we have t^2 = K0x^\, K0x2ox K0x_2. We take

g(KX-x,c) = g(KX2, c) = G(id,A,8N2),

g(Kx^2,c) = G(id,8,c\N2).
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We can show that q(Kx_], c), q(Kx2, c), q(Kx-2, c) satisfy (2.8), and by a calcula-

tion we obtain

(3.8) V(q(KX^,c), d/c) = -8"'(1 + i)o3/2w\u2w4(-d)X-Ac*)

x|jfX-,M) + *(-rf)|i(y)*i(l + f)),

(3.9) V(q(KXl, c), d/c) = -8X(1 + 0a3/2co',co2co4(-<0x_,0*)

X \KX2(-d) + iKX-2(-d) 2 (T-l^fl + T)   '
\ j=x\  J   I      \ //

(3.10)

V(q(KX.2, c), d/c) = -8"'(1 + Oa3/2w',co2co4(-J)x_,(c*)

x U(-d) -2-^2KX2(-d) 2 (y)*2(l + f)

+ 2^2iKxA-d)i(j)t>2(\ + 1l)^

where co', = co, if f(2) > 4, co', = 1 if f(2) < 3. Here we use

e, = 2-'{(l+/) + (l-0X-,(£)}.

If 0 < m(2) < 3, then ^0 = x_i. X2 or X-2- We nee^ omY ta^e id instead of K0

above to get the desired form.

Now we suppose m(2) — 0, c(2) > 0. Take #2 = K2x'\ (X = m2u\), o = m2u[,

tj = c/2a and g = G(x2,2,8N2). We can also prove that q satisfies (2.7) and (2.8).

Finally we take F(\p, c) = q(ip, c).

We have already found a form F(ip, c) for every admissible, but nonexceptional,

pair (»//, c). As mentioned in §1, we can prove that A is not singular by Lemma 7.1 of

[1]. It is easy to see that the second terms in (3.5), where the conductor of ^2x',, is less

than m2, and in (3.7) do not influence the nonsingularity of the matrix A. When d

runs over dx, d2,... ,dg{c), where g(c) = (j>((c, N/c)), the three vectors (3.8)—(3.10)

are linearly independent. Then our theorem is proved. The proof here covers those of

§7 in [1].
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